
From: Vpdue <vpdue@ucr.edu>  
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 9:09 PM 
To: Stephanie Dingwall <stephanie.dingwall@ucr.edu> 
Cc: Beth Beatty <beth.beatty@ucr.edu>; Vpdueadmin <vpdueadmin@ucr.edu> 
Subject: Additional Context for UE Summer Sessions Discussion on January 14, 2022 
 
Dear Chair Dingwall, 
  
I am writing to clarify information and add additional context in preparation for the meeting on January 
14, 2022. The committee's written response states, "A course change proposal needs to be submitted in 
the Course Request System (CRS) to add an online section of an already approved in person course for 
the Committee on Courses review. Although, the deadline for course proposals to be submitted in CRS 
for Summer Sessions 2022 was October 25, 2021 programs and departments can complete an extension 
to the deadline request to have their proposals considered to be offered online for Summer Sessions 
2022." 
   
UE Response: 
 
Thank you for responding to our initial request to pilot flexibility in summer course instructional mode in 
Summer 2022. Undergraduate Education would like to add some points of clarification before we meet 
on January 14, 2022 to aid in discussion.   
 
The process for providing summer courses has a short window and the timeline officially begins in 
October 2021 (for Summer 2022). SS Director, Leonard Taylor, gathers data for the current ending 
Summer term 2021 in late September. He then talks to other sister campus directors in October and 
works on analysis and projections. He then assembles working course lists and sends them to Associate 
Deans/Chairs/ SAMS on November 1. During the fall 2021 term,  Summer Sessions (SS)  received 
inquiries from 34 instructors/14 academic departments regarding remote instruction options for 
summer 2022.  During this time, SS informed faculty/academic departments that the current plan is for 
summer 2022 to return to normal instruction, requiring all summer classes to abide by Senate approved 
instructional modes. To provide perspective, in Summer 2020, 169 faculty instructors taught summer 
courses. Once SS heard multiple requests, Leonard Taylor drafted a short email requesting that we talk 
to the senate about providing flexibility for modes of instruction for Summer 2022. At that point, the 
October 25th deadline for online courses to the Senate had passed.  
 
What we were proposing and why: 
Our original request was a proposal to pilot instructional mode flexibility for summer 2022 to provide 
interested faculty and academic departments an opportunity to develop and test alternative 
instructional modes.  This was for summer only and there is/was no intention for this to apply to the 
Fall/Winter/Spring academic year. This request was also looking to meet the needs of the students who 
have been impacted by COVID. There are several impacts to instruction for faculty and students since 
the pandemic. Originally, this modality flexibility in summer only could also help faculty increase 
productivity in summer by teaching remotely and providing more time for research.  
 
Originally, the  first reason why we put this proposal  forward was to support faculty and academic 
departments who have voiced an interest in leveraging summer to develop high quality courses using 
alternative instructional modes.  This is based on faculty’s recent remote instruction experiences as well 
as new resources and support that have become available, such as XCITE and the RISE classroom 
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renovations (please see “Supporting Data, Facts, and Faculty Interest” section below).  The results, 
feedback, and information gleaned during the summer 2022 pilot would be submitted to the Senate for 
consideration of whether using summer quarter as a “sandbox” for faculty to develop alternative 
instructional modes is useful.  The Senate would  decide whether to extend, modify, implement, or end 
the effort after summer 2022. 
 
The second reason we put the proposal forward was because of the timeline of senate proposals ending 
October 25th and the start of summer planning beginning in October. Summer Sessions 2021 did not end 
until September 11, 2021. We appreciate the extension of the deadline for approved online courses for 
2022. However, unless there is an expedited review of submitted proposals, the change in modality will 
be of no use to faculty or students when they begin to register April 1st (data is provided below to justify 
this for the student side).  
 
Last, during the summer quarter, Summer Sessions is responsible for many Registrar responsibilities 
including: 

• Determining the quarter dates, which includes setting all the session (parts-of-term) dates; 
• Determining fees, assembling fee data to be used in Banner, and all the testing & auditing; 
• Entering and managing all classes and their status in Banner; 
• Maintaining all enrollment records (for 5 years per policy requirements); 
• Reviewing and processing all Enrollment Adjustment Forms and Petition for Exceptional 

Circumstances; 
• Admitting visiting students; 
• Determining all final day/times and scheduling final classrooms; 
• Assigning all general classrooms and working with the academic departments on the use of 

department classrooms; 
• Assisting the academic departments with summer course scheduling questions and needs;  
• Providing summer reports to various campus entities; 
• Helping students with enrollment questions & issues.; 
• Creating all messaging through Banner for summer including various deadlines; and,  
• Hosting the campus form systems. 

Thoughts on how courses would be selected in the original proposal: 
Faculty and/or the academic departments will decide what courses they would like to offer in an 
alternative instructional mode for summer 2022. The selection and approval of courses to participate in 
the pilot will be an academic decision.  It can be done by a sub-committee, colleges, academic 
departments, or whatever means the Senate recommends.  All the other UC campuses except UCI (who 
already have a strong online set of courses) are planning to provide summer 2022 flexibility through 
various expedited review processes. In addition, since XCITE has been pivotal in aiding faculty with 
remote teaching during the pandemic and has several online education pedagogical experts on-staff, 
XCITE has been on stand-by and ready to help aid faculty during the summer 22 term and with Senate 
proposals if needed.  
 
XCITE’S Role in Summer Instructional Flexibility  
In an effort to follow national best practice and guidelines for online teaching, faculty wishing to teach 
online/remote Summer 2022 will be asked to complete: 
  



1. Canvas self-paced course: “The Art and Science of Student Engagement.” This course explores 
concepts and best practices to engage students and consists of short videos, research articles 
and activities to apply concepts to online courses.  XCITE can enroll faculty onto this course, 
track progress and ensure completion with a certificate. 

  
2. Online course rubric. Faculty will be asked to complete a course review and self-evaluate their 

online course. This will be done before course begins in summer in order to identify any gaps 
and opportunities to improve quality of course. XCITE will lead a workshop on how to use the 
standard rubric (following OLC- national organization for online teaching). 

  
XCITE Instructional Design team is always available to answer questions and provide support. 
  
 
Concerns and Clarifications Regarding the February 11th Extension: 
In response to UE/SS request for instructional flexibility, UCR’s Senate has extended the deadline for 
submitting course proposals through the existing course review process to February 11, 2022 (the 
summer 2022 submission deadline had passed on October 25, 2021).  Although we are extremely 
grateful for the extension to the course proposal deadline, SS timeline to deliver a schedule of courses 
to students is March, which provides a small window to review course proposals in order to be 
published in the Schedule of Classes.  
 
Per summer’s timeline, the academic departments must submit summer course schedules to Summer 
Sessions by January 15th, so that the quarter’s schedule can be assembled and ready for publication in 
the Schedule of Classes by the March 1 publishing date. 
 
Summer quarter has a surprisingly narrow primary enrollment window as students plan their summers 
early.  As such, it is critical that summer’s course schedule be as accurate as possible when first 
published to maximize enrollment: 

• Summer’s Schedule of Classes will go live on March 1, 2022. 
• Summer enrollment opens April 1, 2022. 

o Summer enrollment is aggressive and experience shows if students do not get the 
courses they want when first enrolling, they tend to leave and do not check back. 

• ~37% of all summer enrollments are made by end of week 1 (April 7) 
• ~64% of all summer enrollments are made by end of week 2 (April 14) 
• ~70% of all summer enrollments are made by end of week 3 (April 21) 
• ~78% of all summer enrollments are made by end of week 4 (April 28) 

 
• Course instructional modes listed in Banner on March 1, 2022 are what students will use to 

make a decision whether to enroll in UCR Summer Sessions.  
• The February 11th deadline extension leaves 2 weeks for: 

o Senate proposal review 
o Communication of approved sections to Summer Sessions 
o Summer Sessions revising the Schedule of Courses 

• In order to meet the March 1 schedule of courses, the senate would need to review all 
proposals within a week max.  

• As summer quarter is non-mandatory, and courses are required to carry a minimum enrollment 
to run, it is critical that the first weeks of enrollment are optimized when ~64% of all summer 



enrollment is completed (by April 14th).  The anticipated CRS submission, review, and approval 
timeline will extend well beyond this critical timeframe. 

 
Courses pending review are required (per Senate policy) to only be listed under their currently approved 
instructional mode in the Schedule of Classes.  If instructional mode changes after registration opens it 
will result in confusion for registered students.  Additionally, if faculty cannot commit to instructing a 
course pending review in an in-person mode as well, it cannot be included in the schedule until 
approved.  If the courses are not in the schedule on day one, they will miss the initial enrollment surge 
and may be at risk of cancellation due to insufficient enrollment.  Given summer’s enrollment history, 
if students don’t see the courses as online on March 1, we believe much of the work done by the Senate 
during the extension may be futile. 
 
Considering the workload and timeline demands, our original request hoped for an expedited review 
process (e.g., allowing department Chairs, Deans, or a sub-committee to review courses).  Approved 
exceptions would be supported by XCITE (online pedagogical experts) to help elevate remote teaching 
skills.  We would like to ask specifically if the original request to pilot flexibility utilizing an expedited 
process be reconsidered.  Or, alternatively, for the Senate to expedite course proposals that are 
submitted by the Feb 11th deadline to include a decision within one week so that the proper modality 
be displayed in the March 1st schedule of classes.  
 
If we unable to get these courses listed by March 1, we are going to lose summer enrollment and FTE 
production, which fuels revenue for departments and colleges.  If either an expedited review process or 
Summer Sessions is enabled to provide a one-time scheduling adjustment to accommodate the Senate’s 
summer course review extension, we believe it will be the best overall solution for all concerned. 
 
We truly appreciate your, and the rest of the Senate’s time and efforts working on this issue.  We realize 
it is all an extreme rush as the campus adjusts to the current-pandemic environment, and now the surge 
of Omicron, where new opportunities and challenges are appearing almost daily.  If you, or anyone else 
should have any questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out. 
 
Supporting Data, Facts, and Faculty Interest: 
UCOP has excellent information on this dashboard: 
https://visualizedata.ucop.edu/t/Public/views/UCOnlineParticipationandInternships/AvgUnits?%3Ashow
AppBanner=false&%3Adisplay_count=n&%3AshowVizHome=n&%3Aorigin=viz_share_link&%3AisGuestR
edirectFromVizportal=y&%3Aembed=y  Please find attached a PDF copy of the gross data. 
 
Summer quarter can play an important role in student success in multiple ways: it provides access to 
impacted courses, allows students to focus on one or two difficult courses, enables students to maintain 
4-year (or less) time to degree, provides access to students who cannot be in Riverside in summer, 
etc.  Increasing schedule flexibility in summer will greatly help (and encourage) our students to attend 
summer—which not only helps the students, but (to name a few other benefits) also relieves pressure on 
impacted courses in the regular quarters, provides instructional experience (and pay) for many ASEs, and 
generates revenues for the academic departments.  As noted in the data, UCR is second from the lowest 
UC in summer online enrollment (at 6% in 2019). The strong summer enrollment in 2021 (up 28% from 
2019, when summer was remote but students had other options) shows our students interest in summer 
flexibility.  Summer Sessions believes this is bolstered by some UCR student feedback saying they cannot 
afford to stay in Riverside or have to go home during the summer.  The data also clearly shows UC 
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students do not want a fully online experience.  UCB, UCI, and UCLA have very robust online course 
schedules in summer yet none of them have excessively large summer online participation. 
 
Some of the comments from department Chairs about using summer as a sandbox for developing course 
is quite relevant to the proposal.  Summer Sessions has been contacted by 32 faculty from 14 different 
academic departments who have expressed interest in using summer as a sandbox to explore and 
develop alternative instructional modes.  A few comments from Chairs excellently explain how this 
proposed pilot would be very useful: 
 

• Cell Biology and Neuroscience, Chair Morris Maduro 
• “I am really in support of using the summer sessions as a sandbox. For myself, I was able 

to pilot my hybrid Bio 5A in summer of 2017 and it really helped me get full approval 
that fall because of the results. So it definitely can be helpful. I plan to keep it fully online 
in summers, I think it really helps students fill this requirement.” 

• Hispanic Studies, Chair Benjamin Liu 
• “In Hispanic Studies, we are interested in developing pilot programs for alternative 

(online or hybrid) teaching options in the regular term, following a rigorous training to 
set things up properly. That will take some time, but if we can configure a certain 
number of summer courses in an alternative online modality, that would give us 
practical input and feedback on how this option might work best going forward for SPN 
1-6. Our faculty and TAs now have over a year's experience delivering instruction 
remotely, so they should be adequately prepared to take on this new challenge, 
especially with XCite support.” 

 
 
 
 
Wishing you all the best, 
 
Jennifer 
 
Jennifer Brown, Ph.D. 
Vice Provost and Dean of Undergraduate Education 
Professor in Public Policy 
1100 Hinderaker Hall 
Tel: 951-827-7942 
Fax: 951-827-7745 
Cell: 951-295-0931 
vpdue@ucr.edu 
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